The load in is situated at the rear of the venue on Virginia Road (CH452LH). The first roller shutter next to the alleyway. The load in door is 3m x 2.9m. Access is straight from street level; with a 10m flat run down to the backstage area. The performance area floor is 13m x 8m without stage. It is surrounded on all sides by a ground supported Prolyte H40V Truss system. Draped on three sides with blacks. Creating a “Black Box” style space. The stage is Steel Deck. Usually at 2ft height with 2ft treads left and right. Its overall dimensions will depend on the type of performance.

Standard sizes are as follows.

- 24’ x 12’
- 24’ x 16’
- 24’ x 20’

Drum riser available.

**SOUND**

The PA comprises of a 6Kw Adlib FD system. Driven by Crown Macrotech amplifiers. Onstage monitoring (6 mixes) is provided by 400w Adlib wedges. Driven by QSC amplifiers. FOH is a Behringer X32. With MD/CD. A full compliment of microphones cables and stands is available.

**LIGHTING**

16 Chauvet QWash 560Z.
8 Strand Profile Spots.
Avolites Tiger Touch Lighting Console.